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Heidtman Steel’s, TNT Pipe and Tube, is Now Heidtman Tubular Products
Name Change of Wholly Owned Entity Reflects Desire to Showcase Advantages of
Vertical Integration with Heidtman Steel
Erie, MI, October 21, 2021 — Heidtman Steel Products, Inc., one of the nation’s leading flat
rolled steel service center, announced today that it has renamed its wholly owned entity, TNT
Pipe and Tube, LLC, to Heidtman Tubular Products, LLC. The name change is intended to
better reflect Heidtman Steel’s full ownership of the entity and commitment to the tubular
business.
“As one of the largest, privately held, flat rolled steel service center networks in North America,
we’re known for our quality products and customer service,” said Tim Berra, President and
CEO, Heidtman Steel. “This name change is intended to ensure that our customers know that
Heidtman Steel’s focus on quality and service extends to our pipe and tube offerings as well.”
In November 2019, Heidtman Steel expanded into pipe and tube manufacturing through an
intended joint venture, then called, TNT Pipe and Tube. The new tube mill, located in Erie,
Michigan, on the Bedford campus of Heidtman Steel, was fully operational by August 2020. The
goal of the expansion for Heidtman Steel was to move into the value-added product area for its
steel coil processing and galvanizing capabilities that could benefit its current and future
customers.
About Heidtman Tubular Products, LLC
Located in Erie Michigan, Heidtman Tubular Products, formerly TNT Pipe and Tube, LLC, is a
wholly owned entity of Heidtman Steel Products. It serves customers in a wide variety of
markets that consume mechanical and HSS tubing. Its vertical integration with Heidtman Steel
presents significant advantages for customers including efficiency, flexibility and reaction time.
Supported by the depth of Heidtman Steel’s operational, engineering, steel procurement and
quality resources, Heidtman Tubular has significant growth plans and opportunities combining
years of tube and steel industry experiences with state-of-the-art equipment.
www.heidtmantubular.com

About Heidtman Steel Products, Inc.

Heidtman Steel has over 65-years of service, selling over 750,000 tons of flat rolled steel
products and processing over 2.5 million tons annually. They are ISO, ISO/TS and IATF certified.
With a legacy of cutting-edge innovation and unparalleled commitment to its customers,
Heidtman Steel has an entrepreneurial, can-do attitude that only a family-owned company can
provide. https://www.heidtman.com
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